Neckset has appeared on Indiegogo on the first week of October 2014. This innovative project should
not be confused with headset design; it is something fresh and new. A new word to learn: NECKSET.
Neckset can be used with any smartphone, from smaller sizes to the larger and heavier iPhone 6 or
Galaxy Note 4.
The tastefully designed Neckset does not need to be attached to any object surrounding us (like a
table or the windshield) but it is worn like a collar. The greatness of Neckset relies in its simplicity. Its
minimalist design matches every kind of smartphone while we don’t feel its straining presence. It is
surprising how many features and functions Neckset can provide.
The flexible set can be adjusted to any person from a small child to grown man. This is one of its
greatest features, since we do not need to bother about sizes and measures, we only need to select
the color we prefer.
In the past few years, we could see sets for professional photographers that can be attached to the
body, or even stands for selfies. However, Necket is revolutionary in its functionality as it embraces
all the features the above mentioned products may provide:
-using the internet,
-skypeing
-watching movies,
-shooting films
-selfies
-navigation
The film presenting the project lists some situations in our everyday lives where the use of Neckset
would be a great deal easier. Such a design has yet to be offered where we are allowed to use both
of our hands while also using our phones. Our design promises the opportunity of being able to live
as free as though without the obligation of constantly holding our phones. During video calls,
conference calls, presentations, or even such everyday practices as washing dishes or playing the
guitar, Neckset allows us to use both our hands. Neckset holds the device at a preferred distance and
height in front of us – always able to be adjusted and readjusted. The lenght of short films created
with smart phones has been limited by the amount of time we can hold our device in the air. When it
comes to filming above our heads, the issue of capability always comes about. Downloadable sheets
could not be used on smartphones for they could not be seen from the perfect distance. All these
problems have been resolved by Neckset.
What is more, you can now order converters for tablet or for sporting activities for your new
Neckset.
It seems that the freedom of our hands costs only 49 dollars.

